Box 9- Medical, Surgical,
and eyeglasses

C91.18.1237
9
9
9
9

C91.18.1112
C91.18.926
C91.18.2251
C91.18.196

9 C91.18.1976
9 C91.18.1217
9 C91.18.2113
9 C91.18.1107

9 C91.18.2100

9 C91.18.2026
9 C91.18.927
9 C91.18.1774
9 C91.18.957
9 C91.18.1704

9 C91.18.956

9 C91.18.928
9 C91.18.931
9 C91.18.955

9 C91.18.1801

Surgical needles kept in black case ("Coronet, Stainless
Steel, Surgical needles" written on case, five
compartments inside filled with different size needles,
one
smallcase,
loose(leather
fabric with
needles
Goggles
case,additional
with fabric
framedinside)
goggles, with wire mesh and orange plastic, wire
rusting)
eyeglasses case (metal case, with eyeglasses inside)
eyeglasses(metal
(hooked
onto retractable
toothpick
designs,
small horsepin)
figurine on top,
bone
tip) with case ("Dr. W.W.French Optician,
eyeglasses
Fargusson BLDG. Cor. 4 AVE & W.Superior ST. Duluth,
MINN" eyeglasses inside, inside of case covered in
dark purple
velvet)
eyeglass
case
(hard leather case with "opticians A
Perfer & Bro 608 Olive Street St Louis Mo" printed on
front)
metal makeup compact (shadow design of woman on
front, mirror and two empty spaces inside)
lancet, blood (medical, Tortoise shell body with blade)
eyeglass cases (one case inside brown velvet with
glasses inside, other case from "Doolin & Shaw Optical
Dispensers Wichita, Kansas" with glasses inside)
eyeglasses, sunglasses inside hard case ("Bausch
&Lomb Ray-Ban Reg. US Pat. Off Sun glasses made in
USA" with green velvet inside)
eyeglasses and case (metal case with square framed
glasses
inside,
inside)
eyeglasses
andblue
casefabric
(glasses
missing one lense, other
lense scratched, case is black with flower design on
front)
eyeglasses and case (small glasses with no arms,
leather sheath case)
paper mache or possibly wood case, with silver metal
glasses
black with
gold
design)
eyeglass(case
case painted
and eyeglasses
(case
printed
on "Willard
Thompson, MD. Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat Dixon, III"
fabric crème inside with glasses without arms, broken
chain
oneyeglass
side) case with eyeglasses (case printed on
leather
with gold lettering "J.C. Wahlen Watchmaker S
Optician 835 Main Street. Petaluma Cal." metal blue
framed glasses)
eyeglasses
and case ("J.J. Diss, Crystalline Spectacles
Maryville, MO" printed on hard leather case, metal
framed glasses inside)
hard leather case (top slides off)
hard case with glasses (case lined with black velvet
inside, glasses rimmed with red no arms inside, "Paul
Weiss 1620 Arapahoe St. Denver")

eyeglasses with case (hard black case with black velvet
9 C91.18.1499 interior, glasses with no arms)
eyeglasses with case (all metal case with flip top,
metal framed glasses "Chandler, New York" printed on
9 C91.18.1381 inside of glasses frames)
microscope and case, (wood case with latch and
9 C91.18.1883 golden metal microscope inside)
eyeglasses and case (black hard case with faded
9 C91.18.930 golden design, golden metal framed glasses)
eyeglasses and case (red leather hard case with "Paul
Dill Greeley, Cola" printed in gold on top, green velvet
9 C91.18.1802 interior, golden framed glasses)
9 C91.18.941 eyeglasses (square metal glasses)
9 C91.18.751 eyeglasses,
eyeglasses (metal
golden
framed
bi-focal
glasses)
sun glasses
(metal
framed
with
dark
9 C91.18.940 lenses)
eyeglasses (metal frame with one missing lense, with
9 C91.18.915 loose lense of different size)
eyeglasses with partial leather case (metal framed
9 C91.18.2153 glasses with no arms)
case and eyeglasses (small black case with dark purple
velvet interior, eyeglasses without frame and arms,
9 C91.18.929 black string attached to side)
9 C91.18.975 Metal dental drill, fragment
eyeglasses, optician (moon metal framed with
9 C91.18.1783 measuring around edge, no lenses)
9 C91.18.892 medical
dentist tool
(plastic
handle
and mirror
sissors
(metal,
stainless
steel end)
made in
9 C91.18.723 Germany)
9 C91.18.176 Surgical clamps (metal, rusting)
lancet, blood (metal, one hooked end, and hinged piece
9 C91.18.1106 as possible clamp)
9 C91.18.2148 medicine
needle, surgical
metal("Nyal's
needle)Toothache
vial, for(hooked
tooth aches
Drops Chloroform 68m. To the fl.oz. Directions- Place a
pellet of cotton in the neck of bottle and saturate by
inverting the bottle; then apply to cavity of the aching
9 C91.18.713 tooth."
label
of bottle)
medicalon
tools
(Tools
encased in plastic base, one
made of bone, lever pushed to expose tool, one object
9 C91.18.2139 has double tool)
pocket knife to cut corns (base made of bone, inscribed
9 C91.18.1682 with "Corn Knife"
Dental shade guide (12 fake teeth hooked onto brown
base with ages that should be associated with shade
9 C91.18.754 of tooth, "The Dentists Supply Company of New York")
9 C91.18.133 syringe tips, rubber

pieces left from vaccination (glass clear tip piece and
9 C91.18.1353 black
roundedof
rubber
piece- from
1918) golden foil
foil container
Prophylactic
("Tescide"
9 C91.18.1398 wrap)
dental retractor (large metal tool, with lever to slide
9 C91.18.266 retractor piece)
dental pick (tool, bone handle, metal pick, "Jones
9 C91.18.105 WHTC
medical&McCurdy")
hammer (metal handle, hard red rubber as
9 C91.18.811 hammer)
optician tool (metal tool with canister and handle, light
9 C91.18.1910 attached below piece with magnifying glass)
wood syringe case, syringe without needle inside (label
on case " Century, Ear and P Syringe, Manufactured by
9 C91.18.2076 the S. H. Wetm.." part of label ripped off)
lenses, optician (11 numbered lenses for eye tests of
9 C91.18.1738 varying glass magnification)
9 C91.18.170 medical
tool,
(all metal,
rusting,
bulbous
end)
barber tool
("custom
Made"
on the
handle,
all metal,
spiked end on both sides with razor inside in the
9 C91.18.498 middle)
9 C91.18.169 Forcepts, medical tool (all metal, rusting, tweezers)
Surgical saw,tool (all metal with round, open handle,
9 C91.18.295 "WWGH" written on base)
medical clamp, long clamp ("CS" engraved on hinged
9 C91.18.664 part of tool)
surgical retractor (sissor-like handles, two ends for
9 C91.18.297 retraction, "WWGH" written on handle)
Otoscope (optician tool, to look at eye, top piece has
round adjustable with different numbers associated
9 C91.18.683 with different lens inside)
9 C91.18.296 retractor (with lever to twist to make space larger)
medical canister (black with numer 79 printed on top,
9 C91.18.2213 glass inside, heavy)

